In a laboratory, common data pathway networks have certain advantages. Any computer can communicate directly with any other. The need for buffer space and computer power to receive and then forward messages to other destinations (like packet switching or other point-to-point networks) is eliminated. Each node can be more easily implemented with the kind Present address: Department of Chemistry, East Carolina University, Greenville, North Carolina 27834, USA. q" Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
of computers normally found with laboratory instruments. Of all the network topologies that have evolved, only the bus, star, and ring are suitable for the broadcast technique (see figure 1 ). Bus structures can include branching and are most widely used for broadcast networks.
It is also desirable that a network should not require a central controller since its failure would disable the entire system. Some control mechanism is needed, however. The star requires a central control system and is therefore less desirable.
Many ring and bus topologies are also designed with centralized control. This is not a requirement, however, and they can be implemented with the advantage of decentralized control.
Lastly, some networks employ a token passing scheme in which use ofthe common broadcast media is allocated in turn to each node. This scheme is easily implemented for rings and stars, but is complex in bus designs. Token passing is desirable in applications where most nodes need to use the network most of the time. In a laboratory, however, the network is used infrequently by various instruments and laboratory stations, and a random access mechanism is better.
Control structures
In broadcast technologies, a collision occurs when two or more stations transmit simultaneously. A mechanism is required to either prevent or to detect and correct these collisions. Packet integrity may be verified by the receiver through check words within each packet. Collisions Hardware description An overview ofthe basic send/receive hardware is given in figure   3 . The circuit is constructed on one printed circuit card and controls the line acquisition sequence, the address transmission and recognition sequence, the data transmission sequence, and the receive sequence. A slave station may also send. At slave stations, the ACQ flip-flop is not set and the SNDEN signal is controlled by the SNDREC line receiver using data sent by the controlling station. Except for these differences, the send sequence at a slave is the same as at a control.
The receive sequence Figure 4 shows that the pulse code receivers are always enabled. The receiver can sequence if BUSY is low and either RECEN-is low or pulse code 000 is received. RECEN-will be low if this station is an addressed or controlling station and is in the receive mode. BUSY is controlled by the external circuits and is provided for external devices that may not be finished processing the previously received byte. If the station holds the BUSY input high, the receive circuit operation is simply delayed until the high input is removed or until the ABORT monostable ends the operation. A low signal at RECEN-makes ACCPT high to enable the data line receivers. The SETTLE monostable is started whenever the pulse code changes from 111. This monostable provides a slight time delay to allow the information to stabilize on the lines before attempting to use it. Among other advantages, it allows for slight differences in transmission time on different lines. A STROBE pulse is generated at the end of the SETTLE time which causes the 3-to-8 decoder to set one of its outputs low depending on the ABC inputs. The output lines, PL000 to PL110 can be used by external circuits to route data to the correct register. In addition, the strobe pulse sets SINCY low so that PULIN must go low (pulse lines set to 111) before another cycle can be started.
The Comparison with other networks DISNET offers some advantages for its intended purpose over the broadband and baseband networks that are now becoming popular. The pulse codes that allow information to be routed to particular registers at a receiver, and the ability ofa computer to call another site and request data from it, are unique. These features allow a computer to collect data from, and provide simple control ofa non-computerized instrument or experiment at a remote site. The pulse codes can also be used to identify the type of data byte being sent: data, control 
